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Abstract

Wear remains a significant challenge in the design of orthopedic implants such

as total hip replacements. Early elastohydrodynamic lubrication modeling

has predicted thicker lubrication films and, consequently, improved friction

and wear performance in compliant polycarbonate polyurethane (PCU) bear-

ing materials compared to stiffer materials like ultra-high molecular weight

polyethylene (UHMWPE). However, experimental wear studies showed mixed

results compared to the model predictions. The mismatch between model and

experimental results may lie in the simplifying assumptions of the early mod-

els such as: steady state, one dimensional rotation and loading, and high vis-

cosities. This study applies a 3D-transient elastohydrodymanic model based
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on an ISO standard gait cycle to better understand the interaction between

material stiffness and film thickness in total hip arthroplasty material cou-

ples. Similar to previous, simplified models, we show that the average and

central film thickness of PCU (∼ 0.4 µm) is higher than that of UHMWPE

(∼ 0.2 µm). However, in the 3D-transient model, the film thickness dis-

tribution was largely asymmetric and the minimum film thickness occurred

outside of the central axis. Consequently, although the overall film thickness

of PCU was higher than that of UHMWPE, the minimum film thickness of

PCU was lower than that of UHMPWE for the majority of the gait cycle.

The minimum film thickness of PCU also had a larger range throughout the

gait cycle. Both materials were found be be operating between boundary

and mixed lubrication regimes. This 3D-transient model reveals a more nu-

anced interaction between bearing material stiffness and film thickness that

supports the mixed results found in experimental wear studies of PCU hip

implant designs.

Keywords: Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication, orthopedic biomaterials, hip

arthroplasty, polycarbonate polyurethane, ultra high molecular weight

polyethlyene

1. Introduction1

The demand for total hip replacements is predicted to increase driven2

by a greater number of younger patients placing increasing demands on the3

performance and lifespan of the device Kurtz et al. (2009); Kurtz (2015).4

Currently, wear is the major failure mode limiting the life of total hip re-5

placements with a polymer (largely ultra-high molecular weight polyethy-6
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lene (UHMWPE)) bearing surface articulating against a metal or ceramic7

femoral head Sonntag et al. (2012); Smith and Hallab (2009); Willert et al.8

(1990); Goodman et al. (2006); Jacobs et al. (2006); Atwood et al. (2011).9

Consequently, wear has been targeted in the effort to design longer-lasting,10

higher-performing total joint replacements to meet the increasing demand.11

12

One proposed solution to improve wear performance is to replace UHMWPE13

with a more compliant bearing material Sonntag et al. (2012). A softer mate-14

rial allows greater deformation. Increased deformation increases the contact15

area, consequently reducing contact stresses. Further, the softer materials16

promote better lubrication regimes to reduce friction Flannery et al. (2010);17

Scholes et al. (2007); Kanca et al. (2018); Auger et al. (1995). These hypothe-18

ses were supported by elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) modeling that19

solved the coupled fluid dynamics of the synovial fluid with elastic defor-20

mation of the contacting acetabular cup and femoral head Dowson and Jin21

(1986); Jin and Dowson (2005); Wang and Jin (2006); Jin et al. (1993); Mat-22

tei et al. (2011). EHL modeling has been experimentally validated by optical23

interferometry Jin et al. (1994).24

25

Initial parametric EHL studies showed an increase in lubricant thickness26

and reduced fluid pressure with lower modulus of the acetabular cup Dow-27

son et al. (1991); Wang et al. (2004). Additionally, the lubricant thickness28

predicted by Dowson et al. (1991); Wang et al. (2004) was thicker or on the29

order of the reported surface roughnesses Elsner et al. (2011); Scholes et al.30

(2006), suggesting a full-fluid film lubrication regime, ideal for minimizing31
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wear.32

33

The predicted lubrication regimes with compliant materials supported34

the use of alternate polymers with a lower modulus in total joint replace-35

ment, such as polycarbonate polyurethane (PCU) copolymers. PCU can be36

produced with a modulus ranging from 11 - 1000 MPa compared to the 70037

- 1000 MPa modulus of UHMWPE Ghaill and Little (2008); Kanca (2017);38

Ford et al. (2018); Kurtz et al. (1998); Malito et al. (2018); Kurtz (2015)39

used in previous EHL studies Jalali-Vahid et al. (2001); Jalali-Vahid and Jin40

(2002); Jalali-Vahid et al. (2003); Wang et al. (2004). Additionally, PCU is41

highly elastomeric with a high energetic toughness making it an attractive42

candidate for long-term load bearing. PCU has been commercialized as an43

acetabular cup bearing material in the Tribofit R© device by Active Implants44

(Memphis, TN, USA) Sonntag et al. (2012); Siebert et al. (2008); Wipper-45

mann et al. (2008); Ianuzzi et al. (2010). Experimental wear studies and46

clinical results provide insight into the the wear performance of PCU acetab-47

ular cups compared to the EHL model predictions.48

49

Experimental studies tested the wear performance of polyurethane bear-50

ing surfaces for the validity of the modeling results. Some studies showed51

positive results with respect to friction and wear performance compared to52

conventional UHMWPE Elsner et al. (2010, 2011); St. John and Gupta53

(2012). The overall wear rate of PCU implants (5 - 19 mm3/million cycles)54

Elsner et al. (2010, 2011); St. John and Gupta (2012) is lower than the wear55

rate of conventional UHMPWE (17.1 - 56.7 mm3/million cycles) St. John56
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and Gupta (2012); Sonntag et al. (2012). However, the wear rate of PCU57

was similar to or higher than the wear rates reported for highly-crosslinked58

UHMWPE (4.7 - 8.1 mm3/million cycles) Sonntag et al. (2012). PCU wear59

rates similar to the experimental results have been reported in limited ex-60

plant studies (13 - 15 mm3/million cycles) Siebert et al. (2008); Wippermann61

et al. (2008).62

63

Beyond the total wear rate, the PCU wear particles created in simulator64

studies were larger (8 - 13 µm) than those reported for UHMPWE (0.1 -65

5 µm). Larger particles have been correlated to potentially leading to less66

inflammatory immune response Elsner et al. (2010, 2011); Smith and Hallab67

(2009). In contrast, an explant study of PCU implants reported smaller av-68

erage wear particle size than that reported in the simulator studies (0.9 - 2.969

µm) Wippermann et al. (2008).70

71

Clinical results of the outcomes of implants with PCU acetabular cups72

are also mixed, reporting positive results, but also citing wear-related revi-73

sions Giannini et al. (2011); Moroni et al. (2011); Cadossi et al. (2013). The74

mixed results of experimental wear studies and limited clinical data do not75

corroborate the EHL models that predicted better lubrication regimes.76

77

The simplifying assumptions of the early EHL models are a possible ex-78

planation for the misalignment between the computational and experimental79

results. The early EHL modeling assumed 1D flexion-extension loading and80

steady-state rotation conditions Dowson et al. (1991); Wang et al. (2004).81
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In some studies, a non-physiologically high value for viscosity of the synovial82

fluid (0.01 Pa·s) was used to promote stability of the solution Dowson et al.83

(1991); Jin et al. (1994). Recently, large advancements have been made to84

the EHL model of hip replacements Mattei et al. (2011); Gao et al. (2009,85

2018); Lu et al. (2018). Work by Gao et al. published a solution for 3D86

transient solution for metal on metal hip replacements Gao et al. (2009).87

Other models have been developed to incorporate the viscoelastic mechani-88

cal response of UHMWPE and to incorporate wear into a transient solution89

Lu et al. (2018); Putignano and Dini (2017); Gao et al. (2018).90

91

The objective of this study was to compare the the lubrication regimes92

in hip replacement with a PCU and UHMWPE bearing surface using a93

3D-transient gait loading pattern based on the ISO 14242 standard. We94

hypothesize that the assumptions of 1D rotation and loading and steady-95

state conditions used in previous compliant bearing surface models led to an96

over-prediction of the lubrication regimes. Using a 3D-transient gait load-97

ing pattern, we aim to better simulate the experimental performance of the98

implant. A more physiologically accurate model description will provide a99

better understanding of the lubrication regimes and their contribution to100

wear mechanisms in order to design longer lasting hip implants.101

102
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Figure 1: We modeled a left hip implant with an external loading based on the walking

gait cycle and the coordinate system shown here.

2. Methods103

2.1. Geometry and materials104

This study compared a compliant bearing material, PCU, to the cur-105

rent clinical standard, UHMWPE (Figure 1). The geometry of the PCU106

device was based on the smallest clinical available geometry (34 mm diam-107

eter, 3 mm thickness). The small diameter was selected because previous108

EHL studies have shown that the smaller cup diameters have lower film109

thicknesses and therefore represent the most challenging design Wang et al.110

(2004). A UHMWPE cup of identical geometry was also modeled. Clini-111
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cally, UHMWPE acetabular cups tend to have smaller diameters to increase112

the cup thickness to accommodate known wear challenges. This geometry is113

also what has been previously modeled using EHL. In order to compare with114

previously published results, as a control, we also modeled a UHMWPE ac-115

etabular cup with a smaller diameter (28 mm). The modulus of the smaller116

diameter UHMWPE cup was also reduced to validate our model against pre-117

viously published work Lu et al. (2018). The radial clearance modeled was118

50 µm, in line with previous studies Lu et al. (2018); Mattei et al. (2011).119

The geometries and material properties that were modeled are summarized120

in Table 1.121

122

Table 1: Summary of geometry and material properties used in each test case.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Material PCU UHMWPE UHMWPE

Radius (r, mm) 17 17 14

Cup thickness (t, mm) 3 3 7

Clearance (c, µm) 50

Viscosity (η, Pa·s) 0.01 & 0.002

Elastic Modulus (E, MPa) 24 1000 700

Poisson’s Ratio (ν) 0.4924 0.4 0.4

Two loading scenarios were modeled for each test case: steady state and123

transient. The steady state solution in 1D applied a flexion-extension angu-124
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lar velocity of 2 rad/s with a vertical load of 1500 N. The transient solution125

utilized ISO 14242 loading parameters to mimic the 3D loads and velocities126

of a physiological gait cycle (Figure 2). The total cycle was discretized into127

100 time steps.128

129

Figure 2: The ISO 14242 simulated gait cycle was used as the loading input for the model.

The 3D loading and rotations were used as inputs at 100 discrete time points to simulate

a single walking gait cycle.
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2.2. EHL Solution130

The EHL model couples both the thin-film fluid flow and the deformation131

of the structure, implemented in three steps. First, given the load and rota-132

tion inputs from the ISO gait cycle and an assumed initial gap, the Reynolds133

equation for the fluid pressure distribution was solved. Second, the elastic134

deformation of the acetabular cup resulting from this pressure distribution135

was calculated. Third, the elastic deformation was used to adjust the initial136

gap and update the fluid thickness (Figure 3). Thereafter, the problem was137

iteratively solved until the convergence criteria of load balance and fluid pres-138

sure was met. This iterative process was repeated discretely at all time points139

in the gait cycle until a converged cycle was reached, giving the final solution.140

141

The model utilized the solution for the Reynold’s equation in spherical142

coordinates (Equation 1).143

∂

∂φ

(
h3
∂p

∂φ

)
+ sinθ

∂

∂θ

(
h3sinθ

∂p

∂θ

)
= 6ηR2

csinθ

[
− ωx

(
sinφsinθ

∂h

∂θ
+ cosφcosθ

∂h

∂φ

)
+ ωy

(
cosφsinθ

∂h

∂θ
− sinφcosθ∂h

∂φ

)
+ ωzsinθ

∂h

∂φ

]
+ 12ηR2

csin
2θ
∂h

∂t
· dyn

(1)

where h is the fluid thickness, p is the fluid pressure, η is the fluid vis-144

cosity, Rc is the cup inner radius, ω is the rotational velocity in x, y, and z145

directions in the global coordinate system of the applied load, and dyn is a146
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Figure 3: The EHL solution is an iterative process to solve for the film thickness and

pressure distribution in lubricated contact. First, a film thickness (h) is assumed and, by

solving the Reynolds equation, a pressure obtained that is in equilibrium with the applied

loads (F, ω). Second, the pressure is used to determine the resulting deformation of the

acetabular cup (δh). The film thickness is adjusted to include the deformation (h+δh) and

the first step is repeated to obtain a new pressure distribution. This process is iteratively

repeated until a converged solution is obtained.

switch parameter between the transient and steady state conditions. A zero147

pressure boundary condition was used to ensure that pressures were positive148

or zero everywhere.149

150

No anatomical angle (β) was applied to the cup as this has been shown to151

have little impact on the solution Mattei et al. (2011). The transformation152

between the global reference frame of the ISO standard gait loading (x, y, z)153

and the spherical cup mesh of the Reynold’s solution (θ, φ, Figure 4) was154

given as155
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Figure 4: The acetabular cup was meshed with a spherical mesh in φ and θ from 0 to π.

The z and x axes are labeled to show the relationship to the external loading coordinates

from Figure 1.

px = psin2θcosφ

py = psin2θsinφ

pz = psinθcosθ

(2)

To maintain equilibrium, the resulting pressure distribution from the156

Reynold’s equation must be equivalent to the applied load from the gait157

cycle.158

fx,y,z = R2
c

∫
φ

∫
θ

px,y,zdθdφ = −wx,y,z (3)
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Within the Reynold’s equation, the fluid thickness was defined as a func-159

tion of the radial clearance, eccentricities between the acetabular cup and160

femoral head in x, y, and z directions, and the elastic deformation of the161

acetabular cup under the fluid pressure.162

h(φ, θ) = c− exsinθcosφ− eysinθsinφ− ezcosθ + δ(φ, θ) (4)

2.3. Elastic deformation163

The elastic deformation of the acetabular cup was estimated by linearly164

mapping displacements as a function of the distance from a point of loading.165

δ = f(∆s) (5)

where δ is the displacement and ∆s is the spherical distance between point166

of displacement and the point of loading. The solid model of the acetabu-167

lar cup incorporating the linear elastic material properties and geometry of168

test cases was created in COMSOL Multiphysics (Stockholm, Sweden). The169

spherical mesh identical to that used in the EHL model was generated. The170

outside surface of the cup component was constrained in all degrees of free-171

dom. Pressure loading was applied on the inside surface of the cup. All172

materials were modeled as linear elastic.173

174

In the methodology there are two assumptions;175

176
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Assumption 1. Linear material property. The finite element model in177

COMSOL was established based on this assumption.178

179

Assumption 2. Displacements as a discrete function of spherical distance180

are independent to the location on the surface, i.e. the dependent variable181

in Equation 5 is only δs, φ or θ are not included. The deformation calcula-182

tion was based on this assumption. An influence coefficient matrix K with183

reduced order of n x n was used instead of the full size matrix of n2 x n2.184

This allows the implementation of the Multi-level Multi-integration or FFT185

method in EHL to quickly calculate the integral in Equation 6.186

187

δ(φ, θ) =

∫
φ

∫
θ

K(φ− φ′, θ − θ′) · p(φ′, θ′)dθdφ (6)

The basic mapping method was the same as described in previous EHL188

models of hip implants. However, the method was significantly improved in189

terms of collecting the relevant data for mapping, resulting in reduced time190

cost and numerical complexity. The data of displacements used to map the191

function 7 were obtained from only one finite element calculation, with a unit192

pressure applied to one element at the centre of the cup (φ = θ = 90◦), as193

shown in Figure 5. It was validated by comparing the displacements due to194

other non-central loadings (φ = 30◦ ∼ 90◦, θ = 90◦) as shown in Figure 6,195

and the comparison errors were less than 5%. When the loading point was196

very close to the edge the errors could increase significantly, however under197

normal gait conditions the contact location was generally > 30◦ away from198

14



the edge of the cup.199

200

Figure 5: The linear mapping of displacements was based on a unit pressure that was

applied to the central node (δφ x δθ).

Figure 6: The error in the displacements, calculated at different locations on the cup, was

shown to be less than 5% between φ = 30◦ ∼ 90◦, θ = 90◦.

Once the mapped function was obtained it was used to generate the order-201

reducted influence coefficient matrix (K) with the size of n x n. In each φ202
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and θ direction the number of nodes is n. Assuming rotational symmetry203

in both the φ and θ directions, the full matrix had a dimension of n2 x204

n2 with the element values representing the displacement of all nodes as205

a function of distance to the loaded node. To validate the performance206

of the influence coefficient matrix (K), the deformation calculated by the207

current method (Equation 8) was compared to the finite element result from208

COMSOL. Several pressure distributions, as described in Equation 7, were209

used in the validation. The pressure distributions roughly represented the210

maximum pressure (10 MPa) distribution of the gait cycle. The normal211

deformations along the central cross-section of the cup surface are shown in212

Figure 7 and the errors are listed in Table 2.213

p = p0 ·max
[
1− 2

( x
R

)2
− 2
( z
R

)2
, 0
]

p0 = 107Pa

(7)

δ(i, j) =
n∑

k,l=0

K(|i− k|, |j − l|)× P (k, l)

i, j, k, l = 0, ..., n

(8)

The governing equations were non-dimensionalized and discretized as has214

been previously described Gao et al. (2009, 2018). Multigrid methods were215

used to accelerate convergence. Three grid levels were used: 64 x 64, 128 x216

128, and 256 x 256. The convergence criteria were based on the error in the217

pressure and angular velocities in x, y, and z. The convergence criteria are218

listed in Table 3.219
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Table 2: The errors in deformation calculated by the mapped K matrix compared to the

FE model.

Mesh grid

Error (%)

PCU UHMWPE UHMWPE

(E = 24 MPa) (E = 700 MPa) (E = 1 GPa)

n = 64 0.69 0.29 0.62

n = 128 0.3 0.22 0.12

n = 256 0.26 0.22 0.033

Figure 7: The deformations along the central cross-section of the PCU cup surface were

calculated using a finite element model and the K matrix from the pressure given in Eq.

7 on mesh grid n = 256 and compared.

2.4. Lubrication regimes220

The comparison of the film thickness is important because of its influ-221

ence on the wear potential of the surface couple through the hydrodynamic222

lubrication regime. Lubrication regimes (λ) are defined as the ratio of the223

minimum film thickness (hmin) to the average surface roughness (Ra) of the224

material couple:225
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Table 3: Convergence criteria used in solutions.

Error
Convergence

Criteria

wx 0.01

wy 0.005

wz 0.01

p 0.005

λ =
hmin
Ra

(9)

where boundary lubrication regime (highest wear potential): 0.1 ≤ λ <226

1, mixed lubrication regime (middle wear potential): 1 ≤ λ < 3, and full227

fluid film lubrication regime: λ ≥ 3. The average surface roughness of the228

material couple was approximated as the roughness of the polymer which is229

assumed to be greater than that of the metal or ceramic femoral head Mattei230

et al. (2011).231

232

3. Results233

The solution for the steady state case with an average applied load of234

1500 N was used to validate the model against previously published results.235

Our model predicted a central film thickness of 0.19 µm for an UHMWPE236

acetabular cup (η=0.002 Pa·s, E = 1 GPa, R = 17 mm) while a similar model237
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by Wang et al predicted an average film thickness of 0.11 µm (η = 0.0025238

Pa·s, E = 1 GPa, R = 14 mm) Wang et al. (2004). For a PCU acetabular239

cup, our model predicted a central film thickness of 0.88 µm (η = 0.002 Pa·s,240

E = 20 MPa, R = 17 mm) while a similar model by Wang et al predicted241

an average film thickness of 0.17 µm (η = 0.002 Pa·s, E = 20 MPa, R = 16242

mm) and 0.36 µm (R = 23 mm) µm Wang et al. (2004). Although differ-243

ences in model parameters and the reporting of average versus central film244

thicknesses make it difficult to directly compare the models, the values and245

trends observed are similar.246

247

Similar to what has been previously reported Wang et al. (2004), our re-248

sults show that the central and minimum film thickness of PCU was greater249

than that of UHMWPE for both the identical geometry (r = 17 mm), and a250

smaller diameter geometry for UHMWPE (r = 14 mm) (Figure 8).251

252

Figure steady state pcu vs UHMPE film thickness253

The transient solution for the UHMWPE couple control (28 mm diam-254

eter, E = 700 MPa, η = 0.01 Pa·s) was similar to that reported by Liu et255

al, with a fluid pressure varying between 2 and 10 MPa and a minimum film256

thickness of around 0.5 µm. Lu et al. reported a larger variation in the film257

thickness throughout the gait cycle.258

259

Similar to the steady state solution, the transient solution predicts a260

higher film thickness along a central transect for the PCU couple (0.13 -261

0.24 µm) compared to a UHMWPE couple (0.05 - 0.16 µm) with identical262
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Figure 8: Similar to previously reported steady state results, the film thickness of PCU was

higher than that of UHMWPE acetabular cups. The opposite is true of the pressure, which

is lower for PCU than for UHMWPE (Elastic modulus indicated in legend, η = 0.002Pa·s,

F = 1500 N).

Figure 9: The transient solution of an UHMWPE acetabular cup (radius = 14 mm, elastic

modulus = 700 MPa, η = 0.01Pa · s) was used as a reference to compare to previously

published work Lu et al. (2018). Our solution agreed well with the predicted minimum

film thickness by Liu et al. of approximately 0.5 µm.

geometry (Figure 10 & 11). The film thickness profile of PCU in the entrain-263

ing direction varies more across the contact area than that of UHMWPE.264

For UHMWPE, there is less difference between the leading and lagging film265
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thickness than between the leading and lagging film thickness of the PCU266

couple. For both UHMWPE and PCU, the impact of the varying load and267

motion throughout the gait cycles has a more pronounced impact on the268

contact area rather than the minimum film thickness profile.269

270

Figure 10: The film thickness along a central transect in the entraining direction for PCU

shows a large difference between the leading a lagging film thickness and a minimum

thickness at the leading edge between 0.13 and 0.24 µm (η = 0.002 Pa · s, E = 24 MPa,

radius = 17 mm).

Similar to the steady state solution, the transient solution predicts a271

lower fluid pressure in the PCU couple than the UHMWPE couple for all272

time points in the gait cycle (Figure 12). Both profiles of maximum pressure273

follow the same profile as the applied pressure of the gait cycle. The pres-274

sure for the PCU couple ranges from 1 to 6 MPa and the pressure for the275

UHMWPE couple ranges from 3 to 12 MPa.276

277

In contrast to the results of the steady state solution, the minimum film278
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Figure 11: The film thickness along a central transect in the entraining direction for

UHMWPE shows more consistent film thickness across the contact area with less difference

between the leading and lagging edge and an overall lower minimum thickness than PCU

of 0.05 to 0.16 µm (η = 0.002 Pa · s, E = 1000 MPa, radius = 17 mm).

Figure 12: The maximum fluid pressure of PCU was consistently lower than that of

UHMWPE. The pressure profiles of both materials reflected the pattern of the applied

load (η = 0.002 Pa · s, EUHMWPE = 1000 MPa, EPCU = 24 MPa, radius = 17 mm).

thickness for the transient solution does not occur along the central axis of279

flexion-extension motion. This asymmetry reflects the contribution of the280

3D rotations. As seen in Figures 13 and 14, the maximum pressure is sym-281
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metric and centered in the cup, but the minimum film thickness occurs in282

the anterior/lateral (upper right) region of the acetabular cup. This film283

thickness distribution varies throughout the gait cycle, but follows this trend284

asymmetric film thickness distribution.285

286

Again, in contrast to the steady state solution, the minimum film thick-287

ness for the transient solution is lower for PCU than for UHMWPE. For both288

couples, the central film thickness remains relatively stable throughout the289

gait cycle and, like the steady state solution, is lower for UHMPWE than for290

PCU. However, the minimum film thickness is, on average, lower for PCU291

than that of UHMWPE and has a greater variability during the gait cycle292

(Figure 15, Table 5).293

294

Figure 13: The asymmetry of the PCU film thickness distribution at toe-off demonstrates

that the minimum film thickness is not correlated to the central film thickness and does

not necessarily occur at the primary axis of flexion extension motion (η = 0.002 Pa · s).

Over the gait cycle, the film thickness of both materials does not follow295

a clear relationship to the applied load. For example, the minimum film296
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Figure 14: In contrast to the asymmetry of the PCU film thickness distribution, the PCU

pressure distribution remained largely symmetric and centered throughout the gait cycle

(η = 0.002 Pa · s).

thicknesses for both PCU and UHMPWE do not correspond to the times of297

maximum load. Conversely, the minimum film thickness is relatively high for298

both PCU and UHMWPE at heel-strike and toe-off (approximately 0.13 and299

0.51s respectively) (Figure 15, center). For PCU, the central film thickness300

does trend with the maximum loads with dips in central film thickness when301

load is highest (Figure 15, bottom). UHMWPE follows the opposite trend.302

The central film thickness of UHMWPE has local maximums at heel-strike303

and toe-off (Figure 15, bottom).304

305

In addition to having a lower minimum film thickness, the PCU couples306

also have a much greater contact area compared to UHMPWE (Figure 16).307

At the critical timepoints in the gait cycle, heel-strike, stance, toe-off, and308

swing, the contact area in the PCU couple ranges from 54 - 69% of the to-309

tal area of the acetabular cup while the contact area in the UHMWPE cup310

ranges from 13 - 24 %. Additionally, the area where the film thickness is less311
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Table 4: Average and range of the central and minimum film thicknesses of PCU and

UHMWPE throughout the gait cycle (η = 0.002 Pa ·s, EUHMWPE = 1000 MPa, EPCU =

24MPa, radius = 17 mm).

Material

Minimum Film Central Film

Thickness (µm) Thickness (µm)

Average Range Average Range

UHMWPE 0.091 0.038 - 0.157 0.197 0.189 - 0.208

PCU 0.054 0 - 0.229 0.397 0.383 - 0.417

than 0.5 µm is, in the PCU couple, between 25 - 36 % of the total area of312

the acetabular cup, compared to 10 - 21 % in the UHMWPE couple.313

314

The lubrication regimes are calculated as the ratio of the film thickness315

to the average surface roughness of the material couple (Equation 9). The316

surface roughness of UHMWPE is reported to be between 0.1 - 2.5 µm Mattei317

et al. (2011); Wang and Jin (2006). The surface roughness of PCU is reported318

to be between 0.03 and 0.78 µm Elsner et al. (2011).319

25



Table 5: The average and range of the lubrication regimes (λ) of PCU and UHMWPE

throughout the gait cycle are presented as calculated as a ratio of the minimum (hmin) or

central (hc) film thickness and an assumed surface roughness of 0.5 µm for both materials

(λ = h
Ra

).

Material

Lubrication Regime (λ)

hmin/Ra hc/Ra

Average Range Average Range

UHMWPE 0.18 0.08 - 0.31 0.39 0.38 - 0.42

PCU 0.11 0 - 0.46 0.79 0.77 - 0.83
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Figure 15: The minimum film thickness of PCU was, on average, lower than that of

UHMWPE. In contrast, the central film thickness of PCU was higher than that of

UHMWPE. Overall, there were mixed correlations between the applied external load and

the film thicknesses in PCU and UHMWPE (η = 0.002 Pa · s, EUHMWPE = 1000 MPa,

EPCU = 24 MPa, radius = 17 mm).
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Figure 16: The total contact area (outlined with dotted line) is shown for PCU (left) and

UHMWPE (center) at different stages of the gait cycle (from top to bottom: heel-strike,

stance, toe-off, and swing). A comparison of the approximate area of the cup with a film

thickness less than 1 µm for PCU and UHMWPE couples is shown on the right (η = 0.002

Pa · s, EUHMWPE = 1000 MPa, EPCU = 24 MPa, radius = 17 mm).
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4. Discussion and Conclusions320

In this study, we present a 3D-transient EHL model to compare the im-321

pact of acetabular cup stiffness on the lubricant film thickness as an indicator322

of wear potential. Our model aligns with previous studies showing increased323

central film thickness in more compliant bearing surfaces. However, the 3D-324

transient model offers a more complex comparison, revealing an asymmetric325

distribution of minimum film thicknesses outside of the major axis of rotation326

and larger cyclic variations for the more compliant bearing couples.327

328

Our results offer insights into the complex interactions that could con-329

tribute to limiting the wear performance of compliant bearing couples com-330

pared to the initial predictions of early EHL models that assumed 1D ro-331

tation and steady state conditions. Early models predicted full fluid film332

lubrication that would suggest large improvements in wear performance over333

current UHMWPE couples, but experimental wear studies showed mixed re-334

sults, rather than an overwhelming improvement.335

336

Compared to early steady-state models, our 3D-transient model reveals337

that, under 3D rotation, the minimum film thickness can occur off the main338

axis motion. The comparison of the central film thickness or average film339

thickness does not capture the differences between the distributions. The340

central film thickness of PCU was higher than that of UHMWPE for the341

entire gait cycle, However, the minimum film thickness for PCU was lower342

than that of UHMPWE for much of the gait cycle. Throughout the gait cy-343

cle, the PCU couple had larger variations in minimum film thickness, though344
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not as much is central film thickness. Additionally, the contact area for PCU345

remained over 50% of the total cup area compared to less than 25% for the346

UHMWPE couple.347

348

Previous studies suggested that the film thicknesses found in compliant,349

PCU, bearing couples would move towards a full fluid film lubrication regime350

Wang et al. (2004); Dowson et al. (1991). It has consistently been reported351

that UHMWPE operates in a mixed-lubrication regime with partial contact352

and partial lubrication and a higher potential for wear Jalali-Vahid et al.353

(2000, 2001); Jalali-Vahid and Jin (2002); Mattei et al. (2011); Lu et al.354

(2018).355

356

This study predicts the boundary or mixed lubrication regimes for both357

PCU and UHMWPE couples, except in the case of PCU having a very low358

surface roughness (∼0.03 µm). To approach full fluid lubrication regimes,359

the central film thickness of PCU would need to be several times higher than360

reported here (∼0.4 µm). Additionally, the area covered by a given lubrica-361

tion regime will have a significant influence on the potential wear. In Figure362

14, the histograms show that in general, UHMWPE has a distribution of363

film thicknesses that is lower than that of PCU. However, the number of364

UHMWPE elements with that lower film thickness is much lower than the365

number of PCU elements at a slightly higher film thickness. All other things366

equal, it could be argued that the lower amount of contact in the PCU couple367

due to the higher film thickness is negated by the larger contact area.368

369
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However, the wear situation is dependent on many other contributing370

factors. The higher contact area also reduces the pressure, another impor-371

tant variable for wear. Additionally, the true surface roughness of the PCU372

vs. UHMPWE bearing surfaces are dependent on many processing variables.373

Finally, the wear potential of PCU and UHMWPE depends on the adhesive374

strength of the material couples. Each of these factors could alter the relative375

contribution of film thickness to wear potential.376

377

The results of this study show that reducing the stiffness of the bearing378

material can increase the average film thickness, but in doing so also leads379

to localized areas with very low film thickness and increases the total area380

subject to mixed lubrication regimes.381

382

One central assumption of this study is that PCU is a linear elastic ma-383

terial when PCU is indeed a non-linear and viscoelastic material Beckmann384

et al. (2018); Ghaill and Little (2008). A different material model would have385

significant impact on the calculated deformation. Viscoelastic material prop-386

erties have been incorporated into EHL models Lu et al. (2018); Putignano387

and Dini (2017) and have shown that there is a slight increase in minimum388

film thickness. PCU, as a more compliant material with larger deformations,389

is likely that the impact of viscoelasticity will be greater than for that of390

UHMWPE and therefore is more important for the relevance of the model.391

Future work will aim to incorporate the nonlinear and viscoelastic properties392

of PCU into the current 3D-transient EHL model. Additionally, this study393

only presents the influence of different material stiffnesses under an equiv-394
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alent geometry. Typical UHMWPE implant designs have a smaller radius,395

while the PCU acetabular cups are designed to be larger up to 25 mm in396

radius.397

398

The objective of this study was to use a 3D-transient EHL model to inves-399

tigate the impact of using a more compliant PCU acetabular cup, compared400

to a UHMWPE cup, in hip implants. In line with previous studies, we found401

that the average fluid film thickness in the PCU cup was higher than that of402

the UHMWPE cup. However, as a result of 3D rotations, we found that, for403

the majority of the gait cycle, the minimum film thickness of the PCU couple404

was lower than that of the UHMWPE couple. The film thickness distribution405

in the PCU couple was highly asymmetric and and minimum film thickness406

did not occur along the central axis of flexion-extension as would be assumed407

by models with only 1D rotation and loading. Our model provides insight408

into a more complex interaction between material stiffness and film thickness409

that can give insight into wear potential.410
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